Abstract Patients with schizophrenia undergo changes in brain plasticity. In the present study, we characterized motor cortical-striatal plasticity in such patients. Compared with the potentiation following high-frequency repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation in the control group, the patients demonstrated impaired plasticity of corticostriatal motor-evoked potentials recorded from hand muscles. Notably, the loss of cortical plasticity was correlated with impaired motor learning in a rotary pursuit task. Moreover, the loss of plasticity was correlated with the symptoms of schizophrenia. The results suggest that the progression of schizophrenia is accompanied by altered cortical plasticity and functioning.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is associated with changes in brain plasticity [1] [2] [3] [4] . For instance, patients demonstrate deficits in learning motor skills and paired associative stimulation induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [5, 6] . The associative plasticity is thought to involve cortico-cortical or thalamo-cortical afferents to the motor cortex [5, 7] , and potentially the associative striatal pathways. However, it is unknown if the plasticity in the direct cortico-striatal pathway (e.g. induced by repetitive stimulation over the motor cortex) is affected in schizophrenia.
High-frequency repetitive TMS (rTMS) or intermittent theta-burst stimulation (iTBS) over the motor cortex induces direct potentiation of the cortico-striatal pathway, as reflected by the motor-evoked potential (MEP) recorded from the upper limb (e.g. hand). The pathway is involved more in motor-striatum connectivity rather than the associative striatum (e.g. sensory-motor integration). Here, we used 10-Hz rTMS to investigate plasticity of the corticostriatal pathway in schizophrenic patients and the correlation of this plasticity with their motor skill learning and positive/negative symptoms.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-one healthy individuals served as controls (22-60 years old, 17 male, 4 female, right-handed) and 47 schizophrenic patients (14-58 years old, 37 male, 10 female, right-handed) were recruited. None had cardiovascular disease, a history of epilepsy, or other chronic disease. All the participants were volunteers and gave written informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of Ningbo Kangning Hospital and Nanjing Normal University. All experimental procedures followed the guidelines for human medical research (Declaration of Helsinki).
TMS Procedures
For rTMS stimulation, high-frequency TMS pulses (10 Hz at 90% of the resting motor threshold, 5-s on, 10-s off for 10 min; 2000 pulses divided into 40 repeats at 15-s intervals) [8, 9] were applied over the left primary motor cortex with a CCY-I TMS instrument (Yiruide Co., Wuhan, China), using a ''figure-of-8'' coil for accurate targeting. The motor region was located using the Yiruide Cap system, and confirmed by hand muscle contraction as well as the MEP signal with a single TMS pulse. The center of the navigation cap was located at the vertex according to the instructions with the system.
MEP Procedures
MEPs were recorded from the abductor pollicis brevis muscle of the right hand using the CCY-I TMS affiliated MEP system and analyzed with CCY-I MEP software. For MEP recording, 20 MEPs (at 5-s intervals) were evoked by single-pulse TMS over the M1 region, and the peak value was averaged.
Baseline values were recorded at two points (separated by 5 min) and the plasticity protocol was applied if there was no more than a 15% difference between the two baseline values (Fig. 1 ). MEPs were re-measured at 5, 10, 15, and 30 min after the plasticity protocol [8] .
Rotary Pursuit Task
In the rotary pursuit motor learning task [6] , the participants were asked to trace a point on the rotating plate with a probe (Bei Da Qing Niao Co., Beijing, China), and the time of probe contact with the rotating point was recorded in 4 trials, each separated by 10 min. Prior to the test, each participant was familiarized with the test for \3 trials to prevent over-learning. The speed of the rotating plate was adjusted to reach a starting baseline between 10 and 25 s.
Clinical Symptom Evaluation
Positive and negative symptoms were evaluated by two experienced psychiatrists using the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS) scores. All schizophrenic patients were receiving drug treatment (ranging from 2 days to 30 years), including Olanzapine, Clozapine, Quetiapine, Aripiprazole, Risperidone, and Sodium Valproate. For antipsychotic dosage calculation, all drug doses were converted to Olanzapine equivalents. 
Statistics
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. The inter-group differences were analyzed using the two-sample t-test and P \ 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. SPSS 16.0 software (SPSS Co., Chicago, IL) was used for all analyses.
Results and Discussion
Diminished Cortical Plasticity in Schizophrenia
We recorded stable baseline MEPs (Fig. 1 ) and then applied the potentiation protocol (10 Hz for 10 min) to healthy individuals. Repetitive 10-Hz TMS stimulation of the motor cortex rapidly potentiated MEPs in the control group (n = 21) lasting for at least 30 min, but not in the schizophrenic group (effective n = 26) at all time-points measured (Fig. 1C) . We also noted that the schizophrenic group exhibited more variation in the MEP peaks (data not shown), and 21 patients were excluded from this dataset due to failure to obtain a stable baseline.
Impaired Motor Skill Learning is Correlated with Altered Cortical Plasticity
We then used a motor rotary pursuit task to create learning curves for both healthy controls and patients ( Fig. 2A) . We found that the schizophrenia group learned more slowly than the control group (Fig. 2B) , suggesting that motor cortical functioning is impaired in schizophrenia. The motor cortical plasticity was positively correlated with the motor learning improvement at the same time points in both the control and schizophrenia groups (Fig. 2C) .
Altered Cortical Plasticity is Correlated with Clinical Symptoms
We found that the plastic changes induced by the 10-Hz protocol were negatively correlated with the SAPS scores (Fig. 3A) , and even more negatively correlated with the SANS scores (Fig. 3B) , suggesting that there might be some shared mechanisms underlying the impaired cortical plasticity and the symptoms.
Impact of History and Antipsychotic Dosage on Cortical Plasticity
We then investigated whether disease history or antipsychotic dosage affects the cortical plasticity of schizophrenic patients. We found no correlation between cortical plasticity and disease history in both recently-admitted (Fig. 4A ) and long-term schizophrenic patients (Fig. 4B) . On the other hand, the equivalent antipsychotic dosage was weakly negatively correlated with cortical plasticity (Fig. 4C) . Schizophrenia is associated with altered brain plasticity [3, 4, 10, 11] . The common mechanisms are N-methyl-Daspartate receptor deficiency [12] , aberrant synaptic connections [13] , disrupted inhibitory circuits [10, 14] , and dysregulated dopaminergic signaling [15] . When probed with non-invasive brain stimulation, deficits have been found in the associated potentiation induced by paired associative stimulation [5] , direct MEP depression induced by low-frequency rTMS or continuous TBS [16, 17] , as well as plasticity induced by transcranial direct-current stimulation [18] [19] [20] . In the present study, we further report that the motor cortico-striatal pathway potentiation induced by high-frequency rTMS is impaired in schizophrenia. In addition, this is accompanied by altered motor skill learning in these patients.
The impaired plasticity was associated with clinical symptoms. One possible explanation is that motor cortex plasticity, motor learning, and positive/negative symptoms all originate from dysregulated dopaminergic signaling. This suggests that the impaired cortical plasticity and functioning is general across other cortical regions, given the widespread nature of cortical dopaminergic fibers. In future, it will be interesting to investigate this possibility using combined rTMS and EEG recording, to probe the cortical plasticity in other areas, for instance. It will also be interesting to determine whether the cortical plasticity is restored in certain patients (e.g. those with negative symptoms) receiving dopaminergic agonists.
In summary, here we present behavioral and neurophysiological evidence that schizophrenic patients have impaired motor cortex plasticity and skill learning, which might be due to disrupted dopamine signaling. 
